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with c.t'" and c!" being creation operators of fermione in a 
Bloch and Wannier state reap., is usually called Hubbard model/1/,if 
one assumes U to be positive, since it is the on-site matrix ele
ment of the electron-electron interaction. Otherwise, if U is 
thougbtto describe a kind of effective attraction of electrons like 
in the simplest version of a model of superconductivity, it oan be 
negative. Unfortunately the two oases, i.e. U > 0 and U < 0 reap., 
are usually trea,~d differently, due to the differing goals of desc
ribing magnetism or superconductivity 12 ,31. In the following it • 
will be shown, that by generalization of the functional integral me
thod outworked mainly for magnetic purposes, it is possible to handle 
both the attractive and the repulsive version of the model (1) on 
the same footing. 

The functional integral teobn1que starts with rewriting the in
teraction term of the Hamiltonian as quadratic form. There are seve-

ral different transformations known within the context of magnetism, 
which are all operator identities and formal equivalent - till the 
moment, when approximations are introduced. However, employing a 
special approximation scheme usually destroys this equivalence yield-
ing different results to the same pbyaioal questions. Due to the 
lao~ of a criterion which transformation is to prefer the method ia 
often cried arbitrary, since the choice of the quadratic form pre
determines the results. To avoid this disadvantage the authors argued, 
that dealing with the model (1) one should not restrict the various 
possibilities of breaking symmetries,what is usually done by adopting 
a special quadratic form, rather the model should "have the choioe" 
by minimising ita thermodynamical potential /41. 
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Working out this idea we start b,y rewriting the interaction term 

~'~itl1,·, .. :::! (1-D<·,) + R-•• + (o<·-1) 1 s~ + {0< 1·+1)1 R~ .. + ,. I ..3 -j .3 -1 
(2) 

with ~i being the spin vector 

S;x = ~ ( c:1' c;,.. + ct., C:.;, )j S;y = Ii cct, Ci+- C~C;f) j sil =1 (Ill;.,- t1~) (.)) 

and Ei being the quasispin vector 

R;, = I( ct, ct. + c; .. C;11) j R;y .. gi ( ct,.cit- C;., C;,) j Rit"'i(n;,•n;• -1). (4) 

!his transformation was shown to be a generalization of quite all 
quadratic forma used in the context of magnetism /41. However, due 
to the containment of both spina and quaaispina in (2) it is pos
sible to look for magnetism ( <ji>• () ), charge ordering (<~1.>ot 0 ), 
or auperoonduction ( <~ur> * 0 ) in a unified manner. Inserting eq. 
(2) into eq. (1) and applying the time ordering trick the partition 
sum becomes 

@U 4 
- it ~ ( 1 + 0<;) { - p W, -~ j.At J.l.c Ct) 1 i._ = e I fr Tt. e e · 

(5) 

Here was abbreviated 

'Je =I:. I C tk -~.t .. ~- ~h,.,> 11k'" 
' .!!.- - I 2. -

(6) 

H Cl:) .. - Y 1. (..f- Q(;) S~CrJ + Y I" (1 + c<;) R~Ct) 
"' J i -· .3 i -· 

(7) 

A<t)- e t,8~ A e -t(a'J(, (8) 

with hex being the exteraal magnetic field applied in z -direc
tion and measured in energy units. One can immediately aee that the 
chemical potential r which is known to be tA/.2 when neutrality and 
electron hole symmetry is assumed, acta as symmetry breaking field 
with respect to Ri1 in the same manner as hex does with respect 
to S;z• The latter~ be of interest when (1) is applied to desc
ribe substitution effects in magnets or superoonductora. Bow, the 
Hubbard-Stratonovic transformation 
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Al. ·-e = dx e -1tx -.2-ht"'xA a J z. (9) --
is used at every lattice site and at each instant of "imaginary time 
to rewrite the partition sum as functional integral 

·-"'f - ) rrN 1;\3._ :J)J - Q .. [ ... )(.(1:} Vc) ) .co( - . "" .-..<r) v.c) e -1 ••• ) .. ...,, t ... 
••A -• .JI t -• -- -

(10) 

with Q"' being the functional 
A 

Q ., r z .._ c11 > 
oc= 7l:~ph(~;(r;)+~fct>)-+- f.A'l Zoc[..·~;h:) ... )···~.CtJ ... ]. 

•o - ~ 

where , 
Zoe= tr{rt e -p'lt, e -l~fHlif fc1t:(~~~i~i+ii-r~«;'~ig)r12) 

By substituting 

xi ('r) ,. 1-\ -a<;' ~;<"t) y, (t) = i"' ... o< ... l.l.<t) -· ~. 

one can shift the o<j -dependence to the Gaussian measure 

+"0 
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with 
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-Q [oc j .•. ~;<t:) ... J ~(t) .•• J 
e 

+ Y;J.CT) - i.A1 z L .. ~/tJ ... J···X;ctJ ... J 
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A 

(1J) 

(14) 

(15) 

lE. .. J = ~r{T~e -p7e,e -~~lt,LI'fJclt(~;Ct>l;Ct)+ iY;ctJB;(tJ)}~16) 

Therefore the functional 2 is no longer explicit dependent on the 
~;•s. Now, one can proceed in the usual way, i.e. applying coupling 
constant trick, writing down the associated Pyson equation, discuss 
the different approximation schemes developed to calculate l, etc., 

as done,e.g.,in /J/ for the two field scheme, which is a special 
case of eq. (2). Of course, the latter is out of the scope of this 
letter and will be published elsewhere. However, without doing aQJ 
special calculation one immediately recognizes that for each appro-
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ximation the dependence of tbe ~i will be different. Therefore 
the best choice of the ot; is determined by the approximation emp
loyed to calculate the partition sum and the related thermodynamical 
potential. By minizing the latter one finds the equation determining 
the O(i straightforwardly. 

~~ -tMZ=O 
{!I ~a<; 

; for all ac; (17) 

This criterion holds independent of the method used to evaluate the 

functional integral (14). However, usually the partition sum is cal
culated by means of the saddle point approximation, i.e. only the 
extremizing "patba", hereafter assigned as 5r<t) and Yf<t) reap., 
are of interest. By minimizing the functional ~ with respect to 
the fields one finds 

X~<t> = ~ .!_ tM zj (18) 
-• 2.1t dX .Ctl )(.et>·~<tJ. ~<tJ•Y:•ctJ, _, 

-1 -1 I I I 

~ ~+e(· d 
e.._ "1.1 ~;ltl=X~<tlji;Ct>=Y;eCt)· 

(19) lt) = __ I-
-• 2.1t cfYiCt) 

Within the saddle point approximation the thermodynamical potential 
becomes a functional of the extremizing paths, wbicb are functions 
of the o<; via eqs. (18), (19). One baa 

- ~ ~ l~ = ~ f (-1+ o<j) ... 2) ~ ~ c1-ocf> + ~ Q[ocj ... ~r~L.Xi'c.,J.<2o> 

Prom eq. (17) one finds 

0 = ~ ~.Q 
,. ~0(· 

I 

+ ~ ( S2} rl~ + 1(cfQ \ cf:(;•_ 3tt; + ~ . 
I! SK~ ciO(; ~ d'f;•} ~0(; p(-1-0(i~) It 

(21) 

The second and the third term in eq.(21) vanish, due to the saddle 
point approximation. Since Z depends not explicitly on ot1 the 
resulting expression looks like 

0 = !_U ,. 3 'i; 
- -1~1(~ 

I 

"' A 
+ _.!_ {eh. X~L(t)- ....!!.__ (tit Y,~l(t). 

)z. -· ( )z. J. ' ('f-11(; 0 1+ttj 0 

(22) 
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The fields can be expressed with the help of mean values of the local 
spina and quasispina. Prom variation of the functional ~~ 1D 
eqs. (18) and (19) one finds 

~<.t) =- -1-o<; ~~~U
1 

<i.Ct)~ 
-~ 2..1l ~ r 1 ~ 

-x:<t> .. - i ~;· 1 ~rc. ~u' < Br£tl~ · 

Here was introduced 

< A<t>>e • 

and 

fr { rt 9e A<'tl] 

fr {r" ~ft! 

" 
9e = 

-A ~o - f!!t 4 u' 1. f•lt ( X'ctl s,·<l> + Y~<~:> R,. <1:1 > • e r e ~ r' j 0 -1 - I -

Inserting eqa. (2.3) and (24) into eq. (22) yields 

e.(· ~u " z. .. z. 
I z. = - (1-t-! Jdt(S.Ctl). +! Solt(R.<tl~. ) •• B 

.., - o(j 12. ..3 0 -, ' ~ 0 -I 

which gives tbe two solutions 

ec. • - ~ ( 1 t ..J ~ + ct a a:) · 
'"\1. 2.8 

!be aeoond term in eq. (20) demande 

-1- "~ • !!.i. > 0 . 
I 8 

This •elects 

ec. , - ~ < -1- ~.., .. 't s~·) . 
I 2.6 

(2.3) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(.30) 

By eq. • (JO) tbe oc; are completely determined and there-

t' 

fore, no "arbitrarine••" remain•• However, •inoe the OC; depend on 
the mean values of the looal spin• and quaaiepina, i.e. ~be quadra
tic form itself depend& on the reeul••• wbicb ebould be calculated 
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from it, one has to solve a self consistent problem. The remaining 
task is to determine the functional 2 in a more or less advanced 
approximation scheme. This is beyond the scope of this letter and 
will be published elsewhere. 

The idea of the method presented above can also be applied if 
the functional integration is carried out by expansion around the 
extremizing paths to the second order. ~urthermore, what said above 

is independent of the special kind of ~0 , since it is related to 
tbe Hubbard interaction term only, and therefore other models, e.g. 
the (periodic) Anderson model, may be treated in complete analogy. 

The author wants to thank E.Heiner for discussion and critical 
remarks. 
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WYMaHH P. 
K KOHTHHyanbHOMy HHTerpupoBaHH~ 

EI7-89-IOO 

B MOAennx C xa06apAOBCKHM B3aHMOAeHCTBHeM 

llpeAnaraeTCH OCHOBaHHan Ha HCOOnb30BaHHH o6o6~eHHOH 
KBaAP3TH4HOH ~PM~ CnHHOB~ H KBa3HCflliHODb~ nepeMeH~X 
fiPOI.teAypa, KOTOpan YCTpaHHeT npOH3BOn B MeTOAe ¢YHKJ:.tHO
HanbHOro HHTerpHpOBaHHH, Bbi3B3HHbJH CYJ1teCTBOB3HHeM MHO
r04HCneHHblX cnocoOos 3anHcH B3aHMOAeHCTBHH Xa60apAa. 

Pa6oTa B~onueua B na6opaTOPHH T~opeTH4ecxoA ¢H3HKH 
OHHH. 

fipenpHHT 06W.AHHeHHOro HHCl'HTyYa JUJ.epHhiX HCCJI8AOBatllfii. ,Z:{y6Ha 1989 

Schumann R. EI7-89-IOO 
On the Functional Integral Method· Applied to 
Models with Hubbard Type Interaction 

To avoid the arbitrariness of the functional integral 
method, originating from the numerous different ways to 
rewrite the Hubbard interaction, a self consistent pro
cedure is given based on a generalized quadratic form 
in terms of spins and quasispins. 
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